Looking for CJ classes?
Not in CJ upper division?

The Department of Criminal Justice has classes that are open to:

1) Social Science majors with primary emphasis on Criminal justice.
2) CJ majors who have not met criminal justice upper division requirements.
3) Bachelor of General Studies students.

Prerequisites MUST be met in order to enroll in the classes below:

The Department of Criminal Justice has no agreement with other programs allowing for the waiving of prerequisite requirements

CJ 300 Careers in Criminal Justice
CJ 311 Law and Popular Culture
CJ 321 Criminal Law (required for all CJ majors)
   Prerequisite: Upper Division Standing
CJ 325 Leadership in Criminal Justice Organizations
   Prerequisite: Upper Division Standing
CJ 331 Corrections in the Community
CJ 340 Interviewing and Counseling in Criminal Justice
   Prerequisite: Upper Division Standing
CJ 350 Methods of Legal Research
   Prerequisite: Upper Division Standing
CJ 363 Corrections in the Community
   Prerequisite: Upper Division Standing
CJ 375 Criminal Procedure
   Prerequisite: Upper Division Standing or CJ Associate Degree major
CJ 424 Environmental Crime
   Prerequisite: Upper Division Standing
CJ 427 White-Collar Crime
   Prerequisite: Upper Division Standing
CJ 428 The Death Penalty in America
   Prerequisite: Upper Division Standing
CJ 471 Criminalistics
   Prerequisite: Upper Division Standing
CJ 494 Workshops
CJ 497 Special Topics

Please Note: Upper Division standing is a University designation meaning you are a Junior or Senior (58 credits or more) and is not the same as CJ Upper Division standing which is specific to Criminal Justice Majors.

Non CJ majors are not permitted to take Criminal Justice classes requiring upper division Criminal Justice standing. To receive Criminal Justice upper division standing students must apply through the Criminal Justice department.